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efforts by the u.s. government to define and regulate speech are incompatible with the very concept of a free speech regime. such definitions shape speech that has been designated as "protected" by law by applying the same tests of intent, motivation, and recklessness that the courts use
to determine when individuals may be held liable for civil damages in the absence of intent to injure. given the utter devastation caused by technology and the value of speech, the most important questions to ask about regulatory schemes are not what are the intended effects of a

technology or speech law? but what unintended effects are likely to result? and then, does the intended effect serve the greater good? this is where the economic benefits of online services must be weighed against the risk of economic harm, whether in terms of job loss or market distortion.
regulation that suffers from such blind spots may be overruled by the central fact of our time: technology is pervasively, uncontrollably, and irreversibly affecting who we are as human beings. in addition to the soft but significant costs of economic harms, free speech suffers from more
permanent harms to civil rights and democracy. the premise of the digital revolution is that, after centuries of struggle, one day all americans could be global citizens in a democratic society with equal access to the democratic rights americans now take for granted. 276 to date, even

assuming great technical achievement, the digital commons lacks the political will to yield a true democracy. as the authors of this report document, governmental abandonment of democratic measures like universal suffrage and the protection of civil rights is already ongoing. citizenship in
the digital commons requires public policies and regulatory institutions that promote the new ideals of a life of freedom, dignity, and opportunity to the maximum extent possible.
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the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (cmos) is a process technology for fabricating integrated circuits that are the building blocks for most electronic systems. because it is the predominant manufacturing technique for electronic components, the cmos is omnipresent and has
undergone many advances that have led to its widespread use today. research on cmos devices has advanced our understanding of semiconductor processing in general, and of the vlsi manufacturing process in particular. in addition, the cmos has been used as the foundation for other

technologies, such as digital logic circuits, memories, high-performance transistors, displays, and so on, by a large industry. cmos process technology and its variants (mostly based on the flow of some variant of the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (cmos) process) are used to
create most modern integrated circuits. cmos is widely used in electronics and ic fabrication, and many applications are based on its miniaturization 27 and integration. with an increasing number of transistors being included in integrated circuits, their application range is also increasing. the

development of more efficient transistor designs and higher levels of integration are contributing to improved computational ability and performance across a variety of electronic devices such as computers, smartphones, and consumer electronics, including tablets, digital cameras, and
smart watches. research on cmos devices, process technology and its variants have advanced our understanding of semiconductor processing in general, and of the vlsi manufacturing process in particular. complementary metal oxide semiconductor (cmos) is a technology for fabricating

integrated circuits that is used in the majority of electronic systems. 5ec8ef588b
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